
still cold but there were some nice clouds and a beautiful sunset over the river. Back home the kids went to bed and I finished colouring a new illustration before writing in my fable book and
reading of Uhlman's account of the friendship between a German aristocrat young man and a wealthy Jewish young man during the third reich.

Yesterday I took Livia to school with both her and her little brother pushing on their walk bikes. On the way back I carried the bikes back just on time before the rain started. Silvester and I then
spent the morning in the attic trying to solve things out such as finding an architect to follow us with the building of the backyard laboratory and finding a supplier of anodized aluminum for the
project museum tags. For lunch I made a pasta with red pesto and olives and also ate a salad before taking a nap with my boy. As he kept sleeping I drew and then together we walked in the rain
and wind to pick Livia up from school. Back home the kids played while I looked for a spare laptop to buy second hand. For lunch I made a soup and fish with pees but had to also cook tortellini
for the kids who did not like the fish. As Myrthe came home I went upstairs to watch some news about the war in Ukraine and prepare a new illustration. After writing in my fable book I went to
bed to read Uhlman.   

Yesterday I updated my project and then got ready to help Myrthe with getting the kids ready. Livia was not so happy so in the end we kept her home from school and I got her in the car with
Silvester to drive to the car dealer in Gouda to get a second key for our vehicle. On the way there we had listening to music I have recently downloaded and there we kept in the reception eating
sandwiches while the mechanic synchronized the electric key to the car. Later we drove to Woerden and the kids had fun jumping on the trampolines of a big toy shop and then trying out the
bikes inside. In the old city I got them a cheese bread, orange juice and nuts and then found a little park next to a renovated factory to play. On our way back to the car we visited a Syrian student
who sold me his laptop so that I can have a spare one for my project. Driving to Utrecht the kids slept and I got quite stuck in the traffic but finally managed to reach Myrthe's work and pick her
up. At home I cooked some chicken schnitzels for the kids and fetched some sushi for Myrthe and I. Later I was very tired but did manage to draw and write in my fable book.   

Yesterday I updated my project and then kept with the children while Myrthe went to a meeting even though it was her free day. They had quite some fun going around with their little bikes and I
managed to do a bit more work. As Myrthe came home I also started to configure my new computer, solving the many issues I encounter to keep using my quarter of a century old programs. For
lunch I ate a salad and some bread before keeping with little Silvester while Myrthe brought Livia to judo. I also cut his hairs and then also cut mine around the ears and in the back. For dinner
we ate some spaghetti and then I spent some time working on a new illustration. After the kids went to bed Myrthe and I watched "Compartment No. 6" a great Finnish produced movie depicting
a train journey through Russia.  

Yesterday the weather was really dreadful and I just kept home with Silvester. As it got a bit better we took the usual round through the old city stopping at the bakery and then at the biological
shop. At home I ate a salad and cooked some pasta for Silvester before drawing a bit upstairs and then venturing together to pick Livia at school. The wind however was so strong that my little
boy could not go with his step. Having picked Livia from school we stopped at the Moroccan playground to play a bit. At home I gave the children some chicken schnitzels and boiled some
potatoes and broccoli with some discounted sausages for Myrthe and I. As the latter came home I went upstairs to work on an illustration while watching some not too bad movie about a Jewish
forger. In bed I kept reading yet another Jewish narrative by Uhlman.   

Yesterday I woke up with quite a pain in my left shoulder blade. There was not even so much time to update my project and I just walked Livia to school and the stopped with Silvester to do
grocery. Back home I prepared some strawberries for him to eat while I updated my project but he first poohed and then peed in his underwear. For lunch I prepared a nice soup with the leftover
potatoes and broccoli. He ate a lot of it and then we reached Aisha and her mother who wanted to come picking Livia from school. Silvester was on his step and went really fast and on the way
back Livia was on her bike so it was quite hectic to get both kids safely to the city center where we gave them some cake at the Hema warehouse. Later Livia went to play with Aisha at her place
while I went with Silvester home to clean up the garden. For dinner I cooked rice and salmon for the kids and tofu with veggies for Myrthe and I. At last the latter came home and it took some
time to get the children happy and fed. At last I went upstairs to draw and finish colouring an illustration. In the evening Myrthe and I cleaned downstairs and were both very exhausted, myself
still with a shoulder blade pain she could not massage away. After writing in my fable book I went to bed to read Uhlman.

Yesterday I woke up with a lot of pain in my shoulder blade but then found some good stretching exercises. After updating my project I began plastering the holes left by the carpenters in the
living room. It was raining hard outside and I ate the leftover rice with salmon. As the weather got better I went out to continue building the path in the backyard. I also used some old planks to
make the edges a little nicer and straighter and then mixed all the remaining bags of concrete I had left positioning the old bricks layer by layer. Myrthe spent the day with the children in an
indoor playground and back home she prepared Vietnamese wraps. After eating we cleaned the living room up and then I went to draw. later I watched the news and then prepared a new
illustration, wrote in my fable book and went to bed to read Uhlman. 

Yesterday I woke up rather early and updated my project and even looked into how channeling all my work and the project museum on the larnax.org website. Later I helped Myrthe cleaning up
the house and get the children ready to welcome Aisha. At last I went out in the sun to keep on sorting all the bricks and debris I need for the garden path. I did not have so much time however as
also Panos showed up with Aisha and after chatting a bit about the 1970s Greek dictatorship together I had to go back in to cook pasta for everyone. Later I tried to keep up in the garden but at
last gave it up and join the kids, Aisha and her parents. After playing a bit in the field behind our house we let the children bike to the city center where we ate an ice-cream and then let the
children play in front of the church. At last we made it back home and I gave one more layer of plaster around the living room door before eating a salad and going out to pick up more debris. In
the evening I told the kids a long story and then went upstairs to draw and prepare a new illustration while listening to a podcast on Pasolini. After writing in my fable book I went to bed to keep
on reading Uhlman nice account of a Jew making it back to his native Stuttgart after the war.

Yesterday I woke up with some dreams once again and it took me longer to update my project. After helping Myrthe getting the children ready I drove to the east of the country to check out a
company selling Austrian laser machines. There I got a tag from the project museum printed on anodized aluminum. Listening to a podcast about the Falkland islands war I also made it to the
showroom of the same company to hear a bit about their too expensive prices. Back home I ate the leftover salmon and the reached Myrthe and the kids in the city center. Together we did some
grocery and back home ate burritos while the kids ate corn with biological hamburgers we got in discount. In the evening I took Silvester with me and took a walk to the river. While he played
with stones and sticks Maria, the guide with whom I thought of collaborating to let people visit the project museum called me to discuss what to do with the school children who are coming to
visit it in a few weeks. Back home I filled the compost with branches from our fig and then brought it out to street for disposal. Back inside I drew and then watched the news with Myrthe about
the war in Ukraine with an account of the horrific behaviour of the Russian troops. After writing in my fable book I read an essay by Pasolini and went to bed to read Uhlman. 

Yesterday I updated my project and then biked Livia to school with Silvester and then biked with him to the industrial district where I got my first anodized aluminum engraving cut to the right
side. Back home I could then glue it in the piece of the project museum I have in the backyard. After taking a few pictures I made Silvester a sandwich and ate a salad before picking Livia up
from school quite early as she did not want to stay too long. As the kids played with the mud outside I talked to Hans who told me how his kid Pelle escaped from school. Later I biked the kids to
the adventure park in the new part of town. I felt tired and took a nap on the grass with the sun being rather warm and the kids nicely playing with more mud. Later I biked back home and made a
nice pasta using the leftover burrito ingredients to make to sauce. We ate outside and then Myrthe came and I went back up to draw and listen to some extracts of Pasolini's radio interviews. In
the evening Myrthe went to meet Livia's teacher and I laid in bed with the kids watching a bit of a movie before they fell asleep. Later I kept upstairs colouring an illustration and then went to
bed to read Uhlman.

Yesterday I woke up very early and after updating I even had time to work on the Larnax website. Later I was left with both kids and we kept outside in the garden cleaning the path from all the
weed while the kids played with the earth. For lunch we ate the leftover pasta and later it rained. I anyway biked Livia to judo and with Silvester I did some grocery at biological supermarket
mostly buying discounted products. After picking Livia from judo the kids were quite hungry and I felt quite tired but nonetheless made a nice pumpkin soup. As they did not eat much of it I also
gave them some biological wursts. Waiting for Myrthe was sat on the sofa and I told them a bit of bible story. Later I went to draw and listened to more of Pasolini's radio interviews. In the
evening I sat with Livia watching the news and then caressed her asleep. After writing in my fable book I read an essay by Pasolini and in bed read more Uhlman. 

Yesterday I updated my project quite early, worked on the larnax website and then got the kids ready and drove Livia to school before continuing with Silvester in the direction of the hook of
Holland. Listening to old Italian songs we reached a company selling American CO2 lasers. After testing an old refurbished one with one of my tags I decided to buy it. Later we drove closer to
the sea and stopped at a farm where a lady sold Austrian sickles. She could only speak to me in Dutch but I fully understood her as she explained me how to set it up according to my body length.
Later Silvester and I ate some sourdough bread I brought along and made it to Hellevoetsluis historical city center. Silvester kicked hard on his step and we reached the old fort from where we
had a nice view of the sea. On the way back home I listened to a podcast about the sinking of a German vessel with thousands of civilians during at the end of the war. Silvester took a nice nap
and at Livia's school he was full of energy while she was quite miserable. I then took the kids first for an ice-cream and then to play in the garden of the library. Back home I fed them the leftover
tortellini while I ate the leftover pumpkin soup and a salad. As Myrthe came home I walked to the hardware store with Silvester to get curtains for the attic new window and then stopped at
Mathijn to chat with him and photograph his passport so that he can be our witness when Myrthe and will get married in the fall. Back home I was tired but anyway managed to draw. 

Yesterday I updated my project and then immediately set out to clean up the attic moving all the bags and boxes with mosaics under the desk. After eating a salad and a pasta I also cut the three
curtains I bought and then installed them quite nicely while listening to more speeches of Pasolini at the radio. In the end I also started building a a new desk where to position the laser cutting
machine. After eating more of the leftover pasta I drove with Myrthe and the kids to Utrecht. Silvester fell asleep in the car and we had to borrow Hanneke's stroller and then walked across the
railroad and through the cemetery to reach the old railroad bike path where both kids had fun with their steps. Having reached the city center we ate some fries made with fresh potatoes and then
walked all the way back to the car with Livia and the steps on the stroller and Silvester on Myrthe's neck. Back home the kids were very tired and slept while I wrote in my fable book.

Yesterday I updated my project and then did a bit of plastering in the living room while the kids played and Myrthe was at the hair dresser. Later I kept on fixing the new set up I made in the attic
to laser print the project museum tags and then cooked a pasta for the kids and ate a salad before driving to the Linge river where we took a walk on the dike blossoming with apple tree flowers.
It was quite crowded and after seating a bit by the river we took a nice path through the fields and reached an abandoned orchid where we rested on the grass with quite some sun beating on our
faces. Back at the car we drove to the nearby ice-cream farm. Silvester slept and we sat in front of the car to eat our ice-creams. Back home I showered and then prepared some tagliatelle with
spinach and salmon for Polina, an Ukrainian girl who escaped the war and is now living in Culemborg with her mother and sister. Mathijn also joined us and we ate all together and had nice
conversations avoiding to go into the war itself. I also showed the guest the studio and then they left and we went straight to bed with the children.

Yesterday I updated my project and spent quite some time figuring out how to generate the museum tags. Later I set out to demolish the floor I built for the metal workshop and reuse to prolong
the garden path I am building. The kids went with Myrthe to look after Easter eggs at Renate and I kept for them all the salamanders I found under the bricks I also fixed the bike I brought from
Sweden so that Polina can have it to bike to the art academy in Utrecht where Myrthe managed to get her enrolled. For lunch I ate a salad with beans and then tried to put Silvester to bed. He was
exhausted but did not want to sleep. I then resumed my work outside using an hammer and a chisel to break the concrete between the bricks and cleaning up the new part of the path to place
them. Later I showered and ate the leftover tagliatelle while the children had tomato soup from a can. The evening was nice and we went out to eat an ice-cream at Polina. As it was time to go to
bed Silvester was still wining and it took some time before I could seat in the attic to draw. Before going to bed I kept working on the new tag retrieval interface. 

Yesterday I updated my project and worked on the new mosaic retrieval interface before getting the kids ready to drive with their mother to Noordwijk. It was a beautiful day and after stopping
to do some grocery at a Turkish supermarket we stopped to look at the fields fully coloured with tulips. Having parked by the dunes we later ventured to the beach walking on a dusty road full of
bikers. At the beach we found a nice spot where to seat and eat some bread with cheese and cucumber before letting the kids play in the sand. Myrthe was also very happy and played with them
before we head back to the car. After talking to August on the phone I slept while Myrthe took us to the ice-cream farm south of Culemborg. Also the kids had their long nap and then we all ate
ice-cream before jumping on the big inflatable there and run around the minigolf facility. Back home we ate some rice I made with the leftover tomato soup and then I drew and wrote in mmy
fable book before reading some Pasolini and going to bed.

Yesterday I updated my project and then was supposed to bring Livia to school but she had chickenpox. I then prepared the children and first went to the hardware store to get some isolation
foam so that their grandfather can finish the renovation of the facade he has started but never finished. By the time we made it to the city center to get Livia some cream for her skin she was no
longer itchy. We then got fruit and then some fried fish at the market and then went home to eat the latter with strawberries. After getting the kids to bade outside I got some sixty bags of cement
delivered in the front of the house. I then had to transport them all to the back of the house with the wheelbarrow and put the children inside on my way to fetch more. Later I used the pellet that
was under the bags to build a small house for the children. I also fed them some children pasta with butter while I ate the leftover rice. In the evening Livia had quite a fever and sat in my arms to
cuddle. As Myrthe came home I went upstairs to draw but then had to lie down with Livia who felt very sick and was boiling with fever. In the evening I worked some more on the project
museum retrieval interface and then in bed finished reading Fred Uhlman's novels.  

Yesterday I updated my project and then walked with the children to tow to look for a spray to easy Livia's itchiness caused by the chickenpox. All the products were sold out in all the shops,
even in the main pharmacy where we walked on the other side of Culemborg. Back in the city center we did some grocery in the biological supermarket and ate some bananas and bread out in
the small square before returning home. Myrthe's father was also there using a hot gun to remove the paint around the windows in the front of our house. After chatting with him I took both kids
to bed so that at least Livia could recover a bit. I then had time to draw and prepare a painting before setting out again to get a chickenpox spray from Renate. There we had an ice-cream with one
of Livia's schoolmates and then made it to the big playground where I chatted with a mother from Galicia. Livia kept in my arms still too tired and in the end I used a cane to push her on the bike
back home. There I put a nice Kimba white lion Japanese cartoon for her and Silvester to watch while I prepared rice with green beans and discounted biological chicken. Later Myrthe kept with
the children and I went out to cut in smaller pieces the metal bars I had left from the museum textures. Back inside I wrote in my fable book and went to bed to resume reading Lawrence's
account of the Arab upraise against the Turks.  

Today I was out of bed way too early with Livia still itchy of her chickenpox and Silvester also quite restless. I then updated my project and tried to go back to bed but could no longer sleep. I
then worked more on my new website and then went out to keep up with the garden path mixing a dozen bags of cement and proceeding for quit e a stretch. Later I gave the children some
breakfast and then tried to let them play with the sand I found removing the tiles of the former chicken house but Livia in particular was wuite sick and we made it back inside. After cleaning up I
geve the children the leftover rice and then helped a young Dutch guy to install the laser printer I bought refurbished at his company. We managed to carry it upstairs and got it to work with my
old computer. As he left the children were still quite wining and in the end I put them both in the stroller and walked with them to the chicken zoo. It was a long time since we haven't done that
and it was nice to see the nature fully revived. Livia also started to feel a bit better and back home with a plate of pasta she got almost good again. In the evening we also went out for an ice-
cream and then back home both kids fell asleep like little angels. 

Yesterday I updated my project and then biked to the station and got a train to Utrecht. There I got to Myrthe's academy and joined some of the fine art teachers to escort a group of students to
Dusseldorf. On the bus I got to talk to Dino, the senior painter and lecturer who organized the excursion. Once in Dusseldorf we got to visit a contemporary art museum and later I got to walk in
the city eating the sour bread I brought along and filming public places. In the afternoon we regrouped at the modern art museum and here I mostly hooked up with Arthur, a Brazilian student
whose forefathers were also from the Veneto region. Before getting in the bus I took Dino and the other teachers to eat ramen at the Japanese quarter. They were all very happy and we even got
bubble tea before reaching the students at the Rhine river. On the way back I have got to talk with Sebastian, a Polish painter and then in Utrecht I got on the train back to Culemborg. 

Yesterday I updated my project and then worked some more on my website before taking a walk out with Myrthe and the children. After dropping some books at the library we did some grocery
and back home I kept working on the new retrieval interface of my website. Later we went back in the city and got an ice-cream. Back home I drew and then cooked the children some pasta
while Myrthe went out for dinner with her little brother. Watching an animal documentary on the sofa we all fall asleep. As I woke up I brought the children to bed and scanned drawings before
making it myself back to bed and read some Lawrence.

Yesterday I woke up very early to updated my project. I also had time to record a lecture but then realize that the microphone in my new laptop was not working. Later I walked with the kids to a
playground on the other side of the railroad and then made it to the river where we met Daniela and then Panos. By the ferry we also had a cake with a Dutch guy who married an half Korean




